Tree Cutting Permit Map for Castle Provincial Park or Castle Wildland Provincial Park

Castle Provincial Park

Castle Wildland Provincial Park

Castle Mountain Resort

West Castle Mountain Ecological Reserve

Tree Cutting Area for Castle Provincial Park and Castle Wildland Provincial Park

1. Permits are available for firewood and Christmas tree harvesting for personal use ONLY.
2. Tree cutting is only permitted in Castle Provincial Park and Castle Wildland Provincial Park.
3. The permit holder must adhere to all of the conditions listed in the Tree Cutting Permit.
4. The permit holder is not permitted to cut trees in any of the facility areas identified in the map. This includes designated campgrounds, group use areas, staging areas, marked facility areas, Syncline trails, dispositions (research plots or recreation camps) and the West Castle Wetlands Ecological Reserve.
5. The harvest area is subject to change based on direction from the Vegetation Management Strategy.